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 SETTING THE CONTEXT – OVER 23 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

A record of long-term outperformance against global equity markets funds
Jupiter - Ecology Inc TR in GB 478.63

IMA Global 438.50
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 Fundamental approach to investing in the
sector remains unchanged

Source: Financial Express, Bid-Bid, Net, Income reinvested, GBP, 30.04.88. to 30.06.11.
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 Drivers for environmental investing

Environmental risks
Societal risks
Economic risks
Geopolitical risks
Technological risks

Risk covered by
“environmental
investments”

 Survey of 580 leaders and decision makers
 Supported by 18 workshops
 Assessment of 37 global risks for the next 10 year
period

Source: World Economic Forum, 2011
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 Drivers for environmental investing – new paradigms emerging

Resource scarcity

Investment influence

Demographic influence
Consumer Trends

Corporations

Fiscal measures

Regulation

time

Could the timing of demographics and resource scarcity emerge sooner?
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 Transitioning of environmental investment
As the investable universe
within the environmental
sector expands, the role of
these underlying investment
areas becomes increasingly
interdependent
Investable universe ~1000+

Not a shortage of innovation

Changing the traditional
silos for environmental
investment requires broader
understanding of interaction
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 Observations and Trends in 2011

 Environmental investment areas showing greatest deviation for many years. e.g.
Consumer / Agricultural trends strong – Alternative energy weak
 Geopolitical and policy backdrop is generally supportive but concerns are emerging
 Regional dispersion of environmental investment is significant and currently reflects
prevailing economic backdrop – will this become permanent?
 Environmental technology leadership no longer the preserve of Europe and North
America
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 Longer Term Implications for Environmental Investment

 Short term policy budgetary decisions can have far reaching and long term impacts
 Risk capital markets (venture, private & public equity) work equally and successfully
for environmental innovation
 BUT fostering innovation and long term stable capital requires underpinning with a
stable policy backdrop
 Capital markets not without it own problem (short-termism, discount rates,
externalities accounting) and must adapt also
 Growing frustration amongst some leading companies which “get it” and feel policy
debate moving too slowly
 Growing belief that “citizens” are approaching an inflection for sustainable
consumerism
 Recognising that we will be investing for “adaption” as well as “mitigation”
“Managing the earth system has largely evolved from an environmental problem to an economic
problem“*
*Prof. Dr. Guy Brasseur, Director of the Climate Service Center
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 Disclosure

Jupiter Unit Trust Managers Limited (‘JUTM’) and Jupiter Asset Management Limited (‘JAM’) are both registered in England and Wales
(nos. 2009040 and 2036243). The registered office of both is 1 Grosvenor Place, London SW1X 7JJ. JUTM and JAM are authorised and
regulated by the Financial Services Authority whose address is 25 The North Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London E14 5HS.
This presentation is intended for investment professionals and not for the benefit of private investors. However any one attending the
presentation or who has the opportunity to view the accompanying slides should bear in mind that the value of an investment in a unit
trust and the income from it can go down as well as up. It may be affected by exchange rate variations and you may not get back the
amount invested. Initial charges are likely to have a greater proportionate effect on returns if investments are liquidated in the shorter
term. Quoted yields are not guaranteed. Current tax levels and reliefs will depend on the nature of the holding and details are contained
in the key features documents. Past performance should not be seen as a guide to future performance.
This document contains information based on the FTSE All Share Index, the FTSE World Index and the Industry Classification
Benchmark (ICB). ‘FTSE®’ is a trade mark jointly owned by the London Stock Exchange Plc and The Financial Times Limited and is
used by FTSE International Limited (‘FTSE’) under licence. The FTSE All Share Index and FTSE World Index are calculated by FTSE.
FTSE does not sponsor, endorse or promote the product referred to in this document and is not in any way connected to it and does not
accept any liability in relation to its issue, operation and trading. All copyright and database rights in the index values and constituent list
vest in FTSE.
Emerging markets are less developed and there is greater risk of volatility due to lower liquidity and less reliable information.
Regulations, accounting standards and corporate law are in the course of development and consequently these markets offer less
investor protection. The fund is considered more suitable for experienced investors with diversified assets prepared to accept above
average risks, and potential investors are particularly advised to ensure they understand these risks before investing.
For your security we may record or randomly monitor all telephone calls. If you are unsure of the suitability of an investment please
contact your financial advisor. Any data or views given should not be construed as investment advice. Every effort is made to ensure the
accuracy of the information but no assurance or warranties are given.
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